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Abstract

Purpose Circular external fixators have several

advantages over other surgical options in the treatment

of limb length discrepancy and axial deformity. The

innovative Taylor Spatial Frame (TSF) combines a ri-

gid hexapod fixation system with the support of a web-

based software program, and thus offers the possibility

of simultaneous corrections of multidirectional defor-

mities. Whilst there is still some scepticism of many

Ilizarov device users about the advantages of the TSF,

the purpose of the study was to perform a comparison

between the TSF and the Ilizarov Ringfixator (IRF)

with regard to the accuracy of deformity correction in

the lower limb.

Methods Two hundred and eight consecutive defor-

mity corrections in 155 patients were retrospectively

evaluated. There were 79 cases treated with the IRF

and 129 cases treated with the TSF. The mean age of

the patients at the time of surgery was 13.2 years

(range; 2–49 years). Standing anteroposterior and lat-

eral radiographs were evaluated preoperatively and

immediately after removal of the frames. The final

result was compared to the preoperatively defined aim

of the deformity correction. According to the treated

count of dimensions, we differentiated four types of

deformity corrections. The results were graded into

four groups based on the persisting axial deviation

after removal of the frame.

Results The aim of the deformity correction was

achieved in a total of 90.7% in the TSF group, com-

pared to 55.7% in the IRF group. On the basis of the

count of dimensions, the TSF achieved obviously

higher percentages of excellent results (one dimension:

TSF 100%; IRF 79.3%; two dimensions: TSF 91.8%;

IRF 48.6%; three dimensions: TSF 91.1%; IRF 28.6%;

four dimensions: TSF 66.7%; IRF 0%). In addition, the

degree of the persisting deformity increased with the

number of planes of the deformity correction.

Conclusions The TSF allowed for much higher pre-

cision in deformity correction compared to the IRF. In

two-, three- and four-dimensional deformity correc-

tions in particular, the TSF showed clear advantages.

This may derive from the TSF-specific combination of

a hexapod fixator with the support of an Internet-based

software program, enabling precise simultaneous mul-

tiplanar deformity corrections.

Keywords Deformity correction � Comparison �
Accuracy � Taylor Spatial Frame � Ilizarov Ringfixator

Introduction

Current methods of limb lengthening are based on

gradual distraction osteogenesis [1–4].

The Ilizarov Ringfixator (IRF) is thought to have

several advantages over other surgical options in the

treatment of limb length discrepancy and axial defor-
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mity [5], and has become widely accepted for the cor-

rection of various deformities of the upper and lower

limb. For correction, the surgeon uses hinges and

translation mechanisms to build a custom-made frame

system for each distinct deformity [6]. During treat-

ment, correction of complex deformities may require

changes of the frame construct, which may be very

time-consuming or even impossible [7, 8].

As a hexapod fixator with lengthening struts in ob-

lique positions, the Taylor Spatial Frame (TSF) (Smith

& Nephew, Memphis, TN, USA) offers the possibility

of simultaneous correction of multidirectional defor-

mities without the need of extensive changes to the

system during correction [7–12]. Thus, in comparison

to the traditional IRF the TSF uses one single frame

construct, and no additional devices are needed for

correction of translation or rotation deformities. With

the prerequisite of accurate initial assessment of the

mounting parameters and proper and stable implan-

tation of the circular hexapod fixator, deformity cor-

rection is easily performed by using the Total residual

web-based program [7, 10]. The software-generated

frame adjustments schedule allows an accurate over-

view of the course of the deformity correction for the

surgeon and the patient (Fig. 1).

Since there is still vivid discussion amongst the users

of external devices about the benefit of the TSF in

complex deformity correction, the purpose of the

present study was to investigate the accuracy of

deformity correction achieved in the lower limb in a

comparison between the TSF and the IRF.

Patients and methods

We reviewed a total of 278 lower-limb deformity cor-

rections in 207 patients performed with either the IRF

or the TSF between January 1, 1985 and December 31,

2004.

The inclusion criterion for the current study was the

use of the IRF or the TSF for any gradual deformity

correction in the lower limb.

Cases with incomplete medical reports and X-ray

documentation were excluded, due to lacking infor-

mation about the aim of the deformity correction and

inaccurate radiological documentation before or after

the deformity correction.

Any cases with acute intraoperative corrections of

the deformity were excluded, because the study solely

aimed at investigating the accuracy of gradual defor-

mity correction. Cases with any major complications

that obviated an uncomplicated distraction progress

were also excluded from the current study as long as

they were not directly fixator-related. Bi-level correc-

tions were also excluded from the study, whilst possible

interference between the two different deformity cor-

rections in the combined frame constructs was ob-

served.

After application of the exclusion criteria, we in-

cluded 208 gradual deformity corrections in 155 pa-

tients in this study.

All patients provided informed consent to partici-

pate in the study, and the study was approved by an

institutional review board.

Fig. 1 Treatment of a
posttraumatic
multidimensional deformity
with the Taylor Spatial Frame
(TSF). Deformity correction
included lengthening,
correction of varus
malalignment and
translational deformity
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The conventional IRF (Smith-Nephew-Richards,

Memphis, TN, USA) was used in 79 cases, and the TSF

(Smith & Nephew) was used in 129 cases. There were

72 female and 83 male patients. The mean age of the

patients at the time of implantation of the ringfixators

was 13.2 years (range; 2–49 years).

Femoral corrections were performed in 58 cases;

tibial corrections were performed in 150 cases. In the

majority of the cases, a singular correction of one

segment was performed (53.9%). In this group of pa-

tients, there were 33 femoral corrections and 79 tibial

corrections.

Diagnosis in the majority of the cases was congenital

deficiency (n = 85), followed by acquired posttrau-

matic or postinfectious deformities (n = 44), idiopathic

deformities (n = 26) and miscellaneous other defor-

mities (n = 53) (Table 1). Idiopathic deformity was

defined as any frontal, coronal or axial (rotational)

deformity without any underlying congenital, acquired

or posttraumatic cause.

Medical records and radiographs were retrospec-

tively analyzed with regard to demographic data,

course of treatment, complications and radiographic

data. All radiographs were made using the same

technique, distance and machine. For preoperative

deformity analysis and evaluation of the final result, we

used anteroposterior long leg standing X-rays and lat-

eral views of the deformed segments. Deformity anal-

ysis was performed according to Paley et al. [13]. In

cases with leg length discrepancy, orthoradiography

and standing anteroposterior–pelvis radiographs were

taken to determine the true discrepancy of each seg-

ment. In cases with rotational malalignment, CT-scan

was used to determine the deformity. All measure-

ments were undertaken by the first and second author

at the same time. CT-scans were measured by the

radiologist and the first author.

For evaluation of the achieved result, we compared

the final result with the initial aim of the deformity

correction and lengthening. In cases where a normal

alignment of the segment was the aim of the correc-

tion, any deviations from the physiological values [13]

were described as persistent axial deformity after re-

moval of the frame. In cases where the aim of the

correction was outside the physiological range (i.e.,

intended over- or undercorrection) the final result of

the correction was compared to the preoperative aim,

with any deviation described as a persistent deformity.

Intraoperatively, prior to osteotomy, the preassem-

bled fixator was placed on the segment, with reference

to the knee joint in distal femoral and proximal tibial

corrections and to the ankle joint line in distal tibial

corrections. A standard hybrid bone-fixation technique

with screws and k-wires was used in all cases. The

majority of the osteotomies were performed percuta-

neously, as previously described by De Bastiani [1].

Specification of the type of the deformity correction

All cases included some leg lengthening. There were

no cases of axial corrections without any lengthening

procedure. The lengthening procedures in cases with

major axial deformities were performed to allow a

gradual correction of the deformity without impinge-

ment of the segments.

For a clear harmonization of all deformity correc-

tions four types were specified:

Type I (one-dimensional deformity correction 1D)

included all cases with leg lengthening procedure only,

without any other axial deformity correction.

Type II (two-dimensional deformity correction 2D)

included all cases with leg lengthening procedure and

additional axial deformity correction in one plane

(frontal, sagittal, rotational).

Type III (three-dimensional deformity correction 3D)

included all cases with leg lengthening procedure and

additional axial deformity correction in two planes

(frontal, sagittal, rotational).

Type IV (four-dimensional deformity correction 4D)

included all cases with leg lengthening procedure and

additional axial deformity correction in three planes

(frontal, sagittal, rotational).

Table 1 Diagnosis of all 208 cases included in the study

Diagnosis n

Congenital deficiency
Fibular hemimelia 54
Congenital femoral deficiency 29
Tibial aplasia 2

Acquired deformity
Posttraumatic 33
Postinfectious 11

Idiopathic deformity 26
Hypo-, Pseudo-, Achondroplasia 16
Rickets 9
Syndromes 8
Enchondromatosis 4
Blount’s disease 5
Mucopolysacharidosis 4
Myelomeningocele 2
Peromelia 2
Multiple hereditary exostoses 1
Amniotic disease 1
Hemihypertrophy 1
All 208
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Persisting deformity after removal of the frame

Our study concept aimed at exclusively investigating

the fixator-related accuracy during deformity correc-

tion by excluding secondary influences after frame re-

moval. Thus, for evaluation of the accuracy of the

deformity correction the results of the corrections were

graded in four groups immediately after removal of the

frame:

Group I contains all cases without any persisting axial

deformity after correction.

Group II contains all cases with a minor persistent

deformity £5�.
Group III contains all cases with a moderate persistent

deformity of 6–10�.
Group IV contains all cases of a severe persistent

deformity >0�.

The software SPSS for Windows Release 10 (SPSS

Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all statistical

calculations. Each variable was tested for normal dis-

tribution using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. If there

was a normal distribution we used the Student’s t-test

with a 95% confidence interval (CI) for significance

testing. We used the Wilcoxon signed rank test to

evaluate variables that did not show normal distribu-

tion. Significance was set at the P < 0.05 level.

Results

Preoperatively defined aim of the deformity

correction (Table 2)

In 43 of 208 cases (IRF; n = 29, TSF; n = 14) the aim of

the deformity correction was leg lengthening alone

without any additional axial deformity. The desired

mean leg lengthening was significantly (P < 0.05) lar-

ger in the IRF- than in the TSF-group. The desired

frontal and sagittal plane correction was also signifi-

cantly (P < 0.05) larger in the IRF- than in the TSF-

group. Even though the average amount of desired

rotational correction was higher in the TSF-group,

there was no significant difference (P > 0.05) when

comparing the two groups. There were only two cases

with rotational deformities in the IRF-group, com-

pared to 47 cases in the TSF-group.

Dimensions of gradual deformity correction

(Table 3)

Simple axial corrections without any additional leg

lengthening were not performed.

Leg lengthening procedures (Type I) were per-

formed in a significantly (P < 0.05) higher percentage

in the IRF-group (36.7%) than in the TSF-group

(10.9%).

The vast majority of the cases consisted of Type II-

deformity corrections, with comparable percentages in

the IRF- and the TSF-group (IRF: 44.3%, TSF:

47.3%). In the IRF-group there were 28 cases of

frontal plane and seven cases of sagittal plane mal-

alignment corrections in addition to leg lengthening. In

the TSF-group there were 57 cases of frontal plane, one

case of sagittal plane and three cases of rotational

malalignment corrections in addition to leg lengthen-

ing.

In the group of Type III-deformity corrections, a

significantly (P < 0.05) higher percentage of cases was

treated with the TSF (34.9%) than with the IRF

(17.7%). In the IRF-group there were 13 cases of

combined frontal-sagittal plane and one case of fron-

tal-rotational plane malalignment corrections in addi-

tion to leg lengthening. In the TSF-group there were

ten cases of frontal-sagittal plane, 32 cases of frontal-

rotational plane and three cases of sagittal-rotational

malalignment corrections in addition to leg lengthen-

ing.

In the group of Type IV-deformity corrections, there

was again a significantly (P < 0.05) higher percentage

of the cases treated with the TSF (7.0%) than with the

IRF (1.3%). In the TSF-group there were nine cases of

frontal-sagittal-rotational plane malalignment correc-

Table 2 Preoperatively defined aim of deformity correction in the IRF- and TSF-group

Aim of correction IRF TSF

n Mean SD Range n Mean SD Range

Lengthening 79 4.9 2.3 0–10 129 2.7 1.9 0–7,8
Frontal plane 43 14.5� 10.9 2�–53� 108 11.3� 7.9 2�–48�
Sagittal plane 21 24.5� 14.6 4�–50� 23 13.4� 6.2 5�–28�
Rotational plane 2 15.0� 7.1 10�–20� 47 16.4� 7.8 6�–40�

Leg lengthening (LL) was measured in centimeter and axial deviation was measured in degrees
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tions in addition to leg lengthening. In the IRF-group

there was one such case.

Persistent axial deformity

in the IRF- and TSF-group (Table 4)

Of the 79 cases treated with the IRF, the aim of the

deformity correction was achieved in a total of 44 cases

(55.7%). In the remaining 35 (44.3%) cases, a persist-

ing axial deformity was evident in the final radiographs

after removal of the device.

A minor deformity (£5�) was evident in 11 cases

(13.9%), a moderate deformity (6�–10�) was evident in

16 cases (20.3%) and a severe persisting deformity

(>10�) was found in eight cases (10.1%).

Of the 129 cases treated with the TSF device, the

aim of the deformity correction was achieved in 117

cases (90.7%). In the remaining 12 (9.3%) cases, a

persisting axial deformity was measured in the final

radiographs after removal of the device.

A minor deformity (£5�) was evident in seven cases

(5.4%), a moderate deformity (6�–10�) was evident in

one case (0.8 %) and a severe persisting deformity

(>10�) was found in four cases (3.1%).

Persisting axial deformity in connection

with the dimensionality of the deformity

correction (Table 4)

The results in both the IRF-group and in the TSF-

group showed interdependency with the type of the

dimension of the axial correction. With rising dimen-

sions of axial corrections, there was an increasing

percentage of cases with persisting axial deformities.

The aim of the treatment in Type I-deformity cor-

rections was achieved in 79% of cases in the IRF-

group, whilst it was achieved in all cases in the TSF-

group (P < 0.05). During lengthening, an additional

deformity developed in the IRF-group in six cases, with

a mean persisting deformity of 6�.
The aim of the treatment in Type II-deformity cor-

rections was achieved in 48.6% of cases in the IRF-

group compared to 91.8% in the TSF-group (P < 0.05).

There was no significant (P < 0.05) average remaining

deformity in the TSF-group (8.8�) compared to the

IRF-group (7.7�).

The aim of the treatment in Type III-deformity

corrections was achieved in 28.6% of cases in the IRF-

group compared to 91.1% in the TSF-group. The

average remaining deformity was significantly higher

(P < 0.05) in the IRF-group (13.1�) compared to the

TSF-group (6.8�).

The aim of the treatment in Type IV-deformity

corrections was not achieved in the single case in the

IRF-group but in 66.7% in the TSF-group, with a

Table 3 Distribution of the dimensions of deformity corrections
in the different fixator groups

Type of deformity
correction

IRF TSF

n % n %

Type I 29 36.7 14 10.9
Type II 35 44.3 61 47.3
Type III 14 17.7 45 34.9
Type IV 1 1.3 9 7.0
All 79 100.0 129 100.0

Type I: one-dimensional deformity correction 1D, Type II: two-
dimensional deformity correction 2D, Type III: three-dimen-
sional deformity correction 3D, Type IV: four-dimensional
deformity correction 4D

Table 4 Persisting axial deformity after frame removal in connection with the dimensionality of deformity correction

Deformity 1D 2D 3D 4D All

n % n % n % n % n %

IRF
0� 23 79.3 17 48.6 4 28.6 0 0.0 44 55.7
£5� 3 10.3 7 20.0 1 7.1 0 0.0 11 13.9
6�–10� 3 10.3 6 17.1 6 42.9 1 100.0 16 20.3
>10� 0 0.0 5 14.3 3 21.4 0 0.0 8 10.1
Average 6 6.0� 18 7.7� 10 13.1� 1 8.0� 35 44.3

TSF
0� 14 100.0 56 91.8 41 91.1 6 66.7 117 90.7
£5� 0 0.0 3 4.9 2 4.4 2 22.2 7 5.4
6�–10� 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 2.2 0 0.0 1 0.8
>10� 0 0.0 2 3.3 1 2.2 1 11.1 4 3.1
Average 0 0� 5 8.8� 4 6.8� 3 9.7� 12 9.3

Type I: one-dimensional deformity correction 1D, Type II: two-dimensional deformity correction 2D, Type III: three-dimensional
deformity correction 3D, Type IV: four-dimensional deformity correction 4D
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remaining deformity of 8.0� in the IRF-group and 9.7�
on average in the TSF-group.

Discussion

The study concept aimed to investigate the accuracy of

deformity corrections performed either with the IRF

or the TSF.

The main striking finding of the study was that the

TSF allowed for much higher precision in deformity

corrections compared to the IRF. In multidimensional

deformity corrections in particular, the TSF showed

clear advantages compared to the IRF. Whilst the IRF

showed increasingly inaccurate results in two-, three-,

and four-dimensional deformity corrections, the TSF

still allowed for excellent results in these cases in a high

percentage of cases.

In particular, multidimensional deformity correc-

tions performed with the IRF deserve an experienced

Ilizarov surgeon, but even then complex deformities

may limit the exact use of the IRF and its hinge system.

The surgeons who performed the corrections in this

study are all well trained in both the Ilizarov and the

TSF procedure, although the devices were not im-

planted in the same period of time. Whilst the IRF was

used mainly from 1985 to 1998, the TSF was used from

the beginning of 1999 to 2004. Thus the IRF may have

been disadvantaged because of the learning curve with

external fixation in the beginning, whilst the TSF may

have allowed for good results from the start because of

pre-existing larger experience with external fixation

and deformity correction. Very few of the cases in the

IRF group were treated prior to the published intro-

duction of the Paley criteria [13]. These cases were

mainly simple leg lengthening procedures, which to our

knowledge did not deteriorate the outcome of this

study.

Nevertheless, the results obtained with the TSF

were not satisfactory in all cases. This may be related

to a learning curve in the beginning of the use of the

TSF, and especially to the correct definition of the

origin and the handling of the computer software.

To our knowledge, a comparison between defor-

mity corrections performed with the IRF and the

TSF has not yet been reported. Nevertheless, the

results of corrections performed with both devices,

the IRF and the TSF, have been reported as

favourable in many previous studies [5–11, 14–18]. As

with us, most of the previous authors used the system

of Paley et al. [13] for evaluation of the deformities,

and graded their results according to the obtained

physiological angles in the lower limb. We found it

difficult to include cases with intended over- or un-

dercorrections in these outcome measurements, and

therefore compared the final result of the correction

with the preoperatively defined aim of the correction.

Additionally, we found it hard to compare and to

summarize the myriad of the performed deformity

corrections in multidirectional deformities. There-

fore—and with the intention to make the outcome

clearer in multidimensional deformity correc-

tions—we graded the cases according to the number

of the dimensions which were treated.

Previous reports on the use of the TSF have been on

relatively small groups of patients or case series [7–11].

All authors underlined the uncomplicated handling of

the TSF, and emphasized the possibility of simulta-

neous multidimensional deformity correction. In

addition, the stable ringfixator supported by the inter-

net-based software was felt to provide accurate and

precise deformity corrections in various limb deformi-

ties, with several advantages over previously used de-

vices.

Rodl et al. [12] investigated the workspace of a

standard IRF construct compared to a standard TSF

construct. According to the results of this experimental

study, the TSF provides advantages in the correction of

rotational and translational deformities, but may be

limited by its workspace. Nevertheless, the authors

investigated the standard hexapod frame (ring diame-

ter: 155 mm and standard struts) without evaluating

the available smaller ring diameters and different strut

lengths.

Seide et al. [18] reported on 16 cases treated with the

Hexapod Ilizarov Fixator (LITOS), and stressed the

easy use of this fixator compared to the IRF when

dealing with multidimensional deformity corrections.

They found it favourable to use the Hexapod to avoid

difficult and time-consuming alterations of the IRF

construct, as sometimes necessary when dealing with

rotational deformities and secondary deformities dur-

ing the lengthening procedure.

We believe that the highly favourable results of the

TSF in multidimensional deformities depended on the

possibility of simultaneous multidimensional deformity

corrections, which are enabled by the Internet-based

software program in combination with a rigid hexapod

construction. Deformity correction with the TSF is

based on the Origin-method. The origin is best cir-

cumscribed by a so-called virtual hinge. This is the

place where the mechanical hinges would be posi-

tioned at the site of the CORA (centre of rotation and

angulation) when dealing with the IRF. The position of

the origin to the reference ring of the TSF may be

defined on X-rays intra- or postoperatively and fur-
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thermore, if desired, its position may easily be re-de-

fined during deformity correction and inserted into the

computer software without changing of the frame

construct.

When using the IRF and its hinge system, it may

sometimes become difficult or even impossible to place

the hinges in the desired position, due to the frame

construct itself. Even though the construct of the Il-

izarov device theoretically may allow for axial correc-

tions in every possible dimension, treatment of

multidimensional deformities may practically only

partially be possible and mostly affords a step-by-step

treatment of all deformities. This may lengthen the

procedure, and is prone to lead to further deformities.

In our opinion, the distinct advantages of the TSF

result from the reduced necessity to build a patient-

customized frame construct, from its potential for

simultaneous multidimensional deformity correction

and from the support of a precisely working Internet-

based software. Thus, the less complicated correction

of multidirectional deformities and the easily per-

formed correction of any residual deformities may lead

to an enhanced motivation of the treating medical

staff, which then again may lead to favourable results

for the TSF.
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